Year Five Home Learning Grid Term 5: ‘The Groovy Greeks!’
Remembering

Understanding

Applying

Analysing

Creating

Evaluation

Find out and present,
in any way you like,
the Greek alphabet.
Remember to include
the names of the
letters. Do you
recognise any of the
letters from anywhere?

Explain what happened at the ancient
games. Who took
part? How long did the
games last? Which
events were included?
You could create a
‘Good Morning
Greece’ style news
broadcast!

Research a different
Greek legend to the
ones studied in class.
Retell the story using
a story board.

Create a family tree
showing relationships
between the Greek
gods and goddesses.
Mount Olympus would
make a good background image. Why is
this?

Make a 3D Trojan
Horse with a hidden
compartment. - You
could use recyclable
materials or anything
you have at home. Think about which materials would be the
most suitable. Decorate your horse.

If you were a Greek
god or goddess, what
would you consider to
be the most important
things to consider
when designing buildings? Choose one and
focus on what they
might like, and need,
personally.

Analyse the difference
between Athens and
Sparta and find some
reasons why they
fought each other constantly. A famous
battle was called The
Battle of Marathon.
What are its links to a
very popular modern
day event?

Research the different .Free Choice!
types of food the Ancient Greeks might
have eaten. Try cooking a Greek meal for
your family. Ask your
family to rate your
meal /10 and give reasons for their score.
Take pictures and
write up their reviews.

Make an information
Create a brochure to
booklet about voting in advertise going on
Ancient Greece.
holiday to Greece.
Who was allowed to
vote in Ancient
Greece?

Include location,
weather and climate
as well as important
What sort of things did landmarks. What
they vote on? How ere might you be able to
their officials chosen? do there?

(See teacher for story
board if needed)

Create a set of interview questions that
you’d like to ask an
athlete from the ancient games. You
could always film yourself asking and answering the questions!
Be the athlete too!

Please come and ask if you need any suggestion for how to complete any of
the activities.
Remember to think about your presentation. Wonderful work will be added
to the class homework display.
Children will also be expected to use TT Rockstars for their maths times tables
facts, spellings (Including Spell Shed) and to read regularly at home.

